
Spelling Words and Sentences
List E-15: /k/ and /kw/ Sounds

1.  squid Calamari is a popular seafood dish made out of squid.        

2.  squawk The parrot made a loud squawk from his perch in the tree.     

3.  confident Amanda was confident that her soccer team could win the game.       

4.  quality Our favorite restaurant makes the highest quality food. 

5.   occupy The desk in the living room seems to occupy too much space.       

6.  unique Chao wears unique clothes to school. 

7.  quantity Cartons of eggs usually come in a quantity of one dozen.     

8.  cosmic Alana likes to study cosmic subjects, like how stars are formed.  

9.  confusion In order to avoid confusion when the traffic light went out, policemen directed traffic.  

10.  squeeze Make sure you squeeze each lemon tightly when you're making lemonade. 

11.  chemical Wearing goggles in the chemistry lab protects your eyes from chemical substances.      

12.  magical What could be more magical than a wedding ceremony on the beach at sunset?  

13.  luckily Luckily, there is no rain in the forecast for the weekend.  

14.  quieter Certain places require you to be quieter than normal, such as a library or a museum.    

15.  quadrilateral A quadrilateral is a four-sided shape.   

16.  quickly The icy rain that's falling from the sky is quickly turning into snow.     

17.  ache Mr. Popovich had an ache in his neck for looking over his papers for so long.        

18.  unequal A triangle that has three unequal sides is called a scalene triangle.   

19.  echo Athena listened to her voice echo off the walls of the empty rooms in her new house.   

20.  inquire Let's inquire whether the grocery store has any more avocados in stock.   

Review Words

21.  humorous When Justin threw a snowball at his brother, Matt, Matt's face was pretty humorous.      

22.  hazardous The trail has become hazardous because of frequently falling rocks.   

23.  poisonous I hope I never come across a poisonous snake!      

Challenge Words

24.  vacation Where is Mindy's family going on vacation this year? 

25.  quest The hero in the story was on a quest to find the father he never met.    
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